PostCernTripTodo < Main < TWiki
Anne's TODO
Jenny's TODO
Finish with Luca L's info it's ready for Go through all
him to review
tutorials, make
sure version is
right
compare jet and hcal tut Fedor,
maintain the
Jeremy have replied to my "RFI"; I manual toc
meet with Fedor 8/1.
contact t1 and t2 about special
remove the setup
instructions emailed HN with Stefano inclusion from
B's idea; awaiting response
each page

Others TODO
Kati to request extension for me

Luca to decouple track-to-geometry and track
extrapolation

Luca to review
WorkBookCMSSWFramework#EdM and
WorkBookWriteFrameworkModule#InTro (Anne to
fix latter first!)
restructure wb into level 1 and 2, first Put in Ianna's
Sasha to provide info on private MC production;
await feedback from hn forum
visualization
send links to what he has plus provide practical
(Jenny's mail 7/21) Done 9 Aug
tutorial
example
pascal vanlauer: importing thomas
Check breadcrumbs on vertex reco, maybe others too
speer's tutorial vertexing moved in
tutorial pages via renaming; am in
process of checking links, reuploading
attachments, etc. Tested for 0_8_1.
Email sent to orig authors asking for
review.
make sure freya's "put it together" tutorial is in good shape
Have we covered: how to store custom quantities into event as a vector of points
Definition of data (cmssw data formats -- C++ plus dictionary generation), utilities which manipulate data,
matching objects, etc (pure C++), the above two "glued" together by: framework modules using cfg files
(C++ plus FW)
Update WorkBookUsage#PhIlosophy after reorg
Compare LCG UI instructions for WorkBookStartingGrid
Anne has
DONE
Changed
"setup
env" in
each page
to give
brief info,
and link
to more,
28 Jul
-- AnneHeavey - 22 Jul 2006
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